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Abstract
This document describes LTE pilot and test plans within SGEM program. Some reasoning for
using mobile broadband and particularly LTE for smart grid communication is presented as well.
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1

Preface

This report was done as a part of the Finnish national research project "Smart Grid and Energy
Market" SGEM.
It was funded by Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation and the
project partners.

2

Scope

This document describes motivation for using mobile broadband and particularly LTE for smart
grid communication and plans how LTE is intended to be tested in some SGEM pilot
installations.

3 Introduction and motivation
With ever increasing automation of the distribution network and the evolution towards the smart
grid utilities will face new communication challenges. The number of connected intelligent
electronic devices (IEDs) in the field monitoring and controlling the power system will
significantly increase. Automatic meters, demand response controllers, EV charging stations,
remote controlled disconnectors, control and management of distributed energy resources and
many more applications of the emerging smart grid will require reliable, secure and ubiquitous
communications.
Many of these field devices will need to be placed at locations with no readily available wireline
communication means. Connecting them with the utilities control centre and coping with the
aggregated traffic of this multitude of diverse end nodes will pose stringent requirements on
provision of ubiquitous coverage, scalability and performance of the communication system.
LTE (Long Term Evolution) is rapidly gaining global market acceptance as the leading 4G
mobile broadband system. Mobile communications industry believes that LTE will become a
preferred choice also for utilities to address their communication needs. This is due to the
following key drivers:
Scalability: LTE with its flat IP based radio and core network architecture is well suited to scale
to the utilities traffic needs, no matter how large or small they may be. Given LTE’s design origin
as high performance mobile broadband (MBB) system, there are certainly no inherent
architectural limits to scale upwards to high traffic densities.
Converged IP-platform: LTE’s design as IP packet-only system, together with its QoS
mechanism allows carrying and protecting the diverse traffic flows, all in one system. VoIP and
video / multimedia traffic related to workforce management in the field can gracefully co-exist
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with m2m traffic from IEDs to SCADA/DMS. LTE provides an opportunity for utilities to evolve
their existing plethora of tailored legacy narrowband communication systems into one IP-based
broadband radio system, thus saving OPEX.
Future proof eco-system: LTE has established itself as the leading global standard and
platform for IP optimized radio communications. All major mobile standards such as GSM,
WCDMA and cdma2000 converged into the LTE IP based platform. What is more, also
established radio standards for mission critical radios evolve their next generation standard
towards LTE. Such a large base of support ensures ample choice of competitive standardized
equipment, both for networks as well as radio modems (and modules) for meters and IEDs.
Utilities will benefit from this with lower CAPEX, reduced risks from stranded assets and vendor
lock-in as well as a longer lifespan of their equipment.

4 LTE pilot and test plans in SGEM
4.1

General

The goal of piloting and testing is to research gain experience about the behavior of smart grid
applications over LTE communication rather than LTE technology as such. LTE is already
mature and commercially available technology and the capabilities of it offer new possibilities
not available with 2G or 3G mobile data.
The commercial LTE networks in Finland started practically during 2011 and are being built
starting from dense urban areas on 2,6 GHz band. More suitable frequencies (800 MHz) for
rural communication will be auctioned in 2013. However, there are some pilot base stations up
and running already.

4.2

Substation connectivity

Elenia networks is already utilizing mobile broadband for their substation to control center
communication. Due to eventual coming end-of-life of the @450 network, there is a natural
opportunity to test LTE as the replacement of the @450 network.
The plan is to install LTE gateways to Elenia substation(s) near Kangasala and/or Pälkäne as
Elisa has there their 800MHz test installations.
During the pilot different modems will be tested. The most interesting will be Violasystems Arctic
gateway. As part of the project LTE modem will be integrated into the device. Gateways are
marked in the following picture as “Arctic 3G or Substation Gateway”.
Emtele is carrying out environmental monitoring research in another part of the SGEM research.
These weather data and video surveillance systems will be using LTE as well.
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Picture : Communication architecture of Elenia distribution automation

4.3

Secondary substation connectivity

Kalasatama Greenfield / new development subcity area serves as SGEM urban distribution
automation pilot site. Helen / HSV is using GPRS communication for their transformer
station/kiosk monitoring and control.
With GPRS one can handle the basic monitoring and control decently. When adding more
intelligent devices into the network, results much bigger data amounts, which need to be
transferred.
The plan is to equip the new kiosks with LTE connectivity allowing rapid transfer of e.g bigger
disturbance records and possibly also video surveillance.
As Kalasatama is downtown Helsinki area, there will be good 2,6GHz LTE coverage, which
allows experimenting with the most demanding applications. (like HD video ).
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Picture: HSV secondary substation communication

4.4

Home energy management and Demand Response

Demand Response pilots in WP4 are using Therecorporation gateway. These boxes will be
equipped with LTE modems as well.

4.5

GOOSE over LTE testing

The LTE offers quite low latencies (<10ms one way) which would allow these links to be used
also for applications which traditionally have been run over fixed Ethernet (e.g. GOOSE
horizontal communication).

4.5.1 Test setup
In order to transfer GOOSE messages over LTE network one needs to establish some sort of
“pseudo wire” or Ethernet over IP service because LTE offers only IP transport.
The following picture describes the GOOSE over LTE testing setup.
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Picture: Basic steps of GOOSE over LTE tests

Picture: Real setup of the GOOSE testing
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4.5.2 Test goals
Testing the function and application performance and behavior is the main goal of the task.
As the system has precise timing reference, it is possible to evaluate also the absolute delay
and jitter values of the communication path.
From the application point of view the transport of GOOSE provides the most interesting case.
The plan is to test protection coordination in rural environment. The following picture presents
the principle of the test setup.
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5 More about LTE: a scalable, secure, all-IP platform with leading
edge radio performance

SubscriberDatabase
(One-NDS)

• Aggregate a diverse set of traffic

OSS

flows into one IP platform

• Control the QoS of your flows
• Never run out of core network

PCRF (PCS-5000)
HSS
(CMS-8200)

processing capacity
• Build a highly reliable georedundant core network

Market-leading security
solution
Leverage lower CAPEX of
standardized network
elements

Combined SGW/PGW
( Flexi NG)

MME ( Flexi NS )

• Hook up your smart grid
devices into one radio
network - anywhere

eNodeB
(Flexi BTS)

eNodeB
(Flexi BTS)

• Ubiquitous radio coverage
with the lowest power
consumption BTS

• IP transport solution
integrated into BTS
2

5.1

Copyright Nokia Siemens Networks. All rights reserved.

Scale with smart grid communications needs

Most smart grid applications today tend to transmit data of comparable low bandwidth but will
grow considerably over time. While metering data today from a typical home only encompass
some 10’s of kilobytes per day as demand response matures and advanced applications reach
the consumer the bandwidth from a single home will easily climb to megabytes per day.
It is vital that the technologies chosen today have the ability to scale in order to meet these
demands. They must possess flexible network topologies and element architectures to adapt to
a large set of present and yet unforeseen traffic flows in the smart grid. Expensive replacement
cycles of radio technologies which have become inadequate to deal with growing traffic and
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service demands is something utilities wish to avoid.

LTE technology is ready to meet stringent smart grid use case
requirements
Use case

3

Key Communications Characteristics

Automatic Metering

Connectivity to large number of devices
Scalable network topology for aggregation of AM traffic
Bandwidth requirement: 10 - 100 kbps
Latency: 2 – 15 seconds
Availability: > 99%

Distribution / Feeder
automation

Ubiquitous connectivity incl. remote sites
Secure
Bandwidth: 10 - 100 kbps
Latency: 500 ms … 2 seconds
Availability: > 99.5%

Distributed energy resources

Control and connectivity for distributed energy at remote sites
Secure
Bandwidth: 10 – 100 kbps
Latency: 500 ms … 2 seconds
Availability: > 99.5 %

Utility workforce management

Seamless coverage
Push-to-talk features
Bandwidth: > 1 Mbps
Latency 100 ms … 1 s

E-mobility

Real time billing and load balancing
High transaction rates
Roaming support across utility service areas
Bandwidth: 10 … 50 kbps
Latency: 250 ms – 15 seconds
Availability: > 99.5 %

Copyright Nokia Siemens Networks. All rights reserved.

LTE’s open ended upward scalability gives the utility the confidence that the communications
will not become any bottleneck in implementing smart grid functionality throughout the power
system.
The LTE air interface differs markedly from narrowband legacy technology. Advanced
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technologies work robustly in severe
multipath environments while achieving outstanding radio performance in terms of radio
coverage, packet throughput and latency. LTE has a comprehensive set of RF channel
bandwidth options, 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz, addressing a wide range of spectrum
arrangements and future growth scenarios. For example, should an utility have initially access
to only a smaller slice of spectrum, it could deploy 5 MHz LTE and have the option to upgrade to
10 MHz LTE at a later stage with increasing traffic and spectrum availability. FDD and TDD
modes are part of the same standard which allows LTE to leverage the same technology base
for both paired as well as unpaired bands.
Peak data rates of 150 Mbps are commercially available as of today and will evolve in
forthcoming versions of the LTE standard into the Gbps range. This makes LTE a very robust
platform to address any foreseeable bandwidth requirements in utility communications. And this
includes use cases requiring broadband services such as workforce management using
multimedia in the field and wireless video security surveillance. With LTE utilities have even the
option to offer highly competitive mobile broadband services, should their license permit them to
do so, thus leveraging a single infrastructure to lower OPEX and CAPEX.
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LTE’s flexibility centered around OFDMA and IP supports a large set
of deployment options, spectrum scenarios and network topologies
Flexible Radio Principles
•

Scalable bandwith: 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 MHz

•

Peak data rates [Mbps ] 173 DL , 58 UL

•

Short latency: 10 – 20 ms

•

90% commonalities for LTE-FDD and TD-LTE

RF Modulation
• OFDMA in DL
• SC-FDMA in UL

Flat All-IP architecture

HSS

MME

•

2-node architecture

•

IP routable transport architecture

•

Separation of user and control plane

S1-MME

S11

S6a
SGi

S1-U
eNode-B

S/P-GW

Internet

traffic and processing
•
4

Support of network sharing and hosting
Presentation / Author / Date
Copyright Nokia Siemens Networks. All rights reserved.

The LTE architecture is streamlined to optimize network performance, maximize data
throughput, and minimize latency. Much simpler than earlier generations of mobile systems, the
LTE architecture will comprise of a simple configuration of just eNode B and the combined
Serving / PDN Gateway (SP-GW) and additionally one control plane entity (MME).
The LTE architecture also fully supports usage of low-cost and secure backhauling such as
carrier-grade Ethernet rather than E1/T1 based leased lines which provides good opportunity to
reduce OPEX.
.

5.2

A single LTE network serves diverse smart grid traffic needs

Aligning with the broad trend to converge all communications traffic towards IP, LTE employs
IP-centric communication equipment and VoIP throughout the core and radio networks. This is
the basis to integrate communication needs from a wide range of smart grid use cases into a
single IP based system, whether they be low latency m2m communications with field devices,
interactive multimedia services with repair teams in the field or video streaming from video
surveillance cameras.
As an example for innovative low latency m2m communications within the capabilities of
LTE consider line protection related signalling along MV lines related to integration of dispersed
DER or RES in rural areas. The required latencies in the order of 20 … 50 ms make LTE an
interesting choice when fibre optic connectivity is not easily available at these remote locations.
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LTE has sophisticated QoS mechanism as part of the standard which support traffic priorities
and allows controlling and guaranteeing latencies. This is important when the utility’s network
carries traffic with distinguished latency and priority requirements.
With LTE the latency (RTT) can be controlled by configuring QoS parameters for the radio
bearer. This is in contrast to competing technologies such as mesh based radio systems with
dynamically changing topologies and unpredictable impacts from interference. On the other
hand, the fixed topology of the LTE network together with the comprehensive QoS toolbox
provides the utility with robust control of the communication related latencies – supporting a
wide range of future ever more stringent control and protection applications in the smart grid.

5.3

LTE enables economical radio coverage

The coverage challenge in smart grid applications
Despite many uncertainties to what the smart grid exactly is, one trend is very clear: the
intelligence and control will expand towards the edge of the power system. Automation expands
from primary substations towards MV feeders (FDIR), secondary substations (FDIR, asset
monitoring) and even to the sites of the end customer (AMR, DR). Diffuse energy flows of
renewable energy sources (RES) need to be harvested in rural or remote locations with no
existing communications infrastructure.
These trends lead immediate to the following three key challenges for utilities when designing,
reliable future-proof smart grid communications:
• a potentially large number of field devices in the order of 10^5 or more need to be
connected, for examples meters;
•

some IEDs such as those related to MV feeder automation or RES are dispersed at
scattered, often rural and remote locations throughout the utilities service area;

•

some field devices are directly related to the consumer (DR, RES (e.g. solar panels at
the home)) and their appearance can be hard to predict by the DSO.

Mobile Broadband vendors believe that LTE, operating in licensed spectrum, is well positioned
to address this challenge due to its use of high powered base sites and excellent radio
performance.

Building large-footprint cells with LTE in licensed spectrum
What is needed for reasons of flexibility and scalability is a radio technology which can provide
seamless coverage throughout the whole service area of the utility – with a minimum number of
radio sites and at low cost.
Studies conducted by Nokia Siemens Networks have found that for a variety of smart grid
services LTE supports large cell sizes in the order of up to ~32 km when used as dedicated
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system in frequency bands < 1 GHz. For the higher frequency bands around 2.3 GHz, still
reasonably large ~12.5 km large cells can be built. LTE cells in 700 MHz are ~10x larger than in
2.4 GHz with corresponding impacts on the number of sites and cost required for providing
coverage.
If spectrum < 1 GHz is available to the utility, high power LTE operation will be particularly more
competitive than other radio systems deployed in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band (or above)
such as the necessarily low power operation of dedicated mesh networks. If LTE TDD is used
around 2.3 GHz, it will still compare favourably with unlicensed systems, due to the available
relatively higher TX powers and interference free operation.

Alternative solutions in unlicensed spectrum cannot provide
economical coverage
While unlicensed spectrum is available to utilities it comes with inherent limitations such as low
transmit power, unpredictable interference sources and interoperability challenges to name a
few.
Compounding these challenges is the fact that the vast majority of unlicensed spectrum is well
above the preferred 1 GHz band. Operation in the 800/900 MHz unlicensed bands would in
principle be preferable in order to have favorable propagation, however, this band tends to be
interfered with by various industrial and medical applications.
In order to compensate for the increased throughput and latency with unlicensed spectrum
operators will require additional nodes operating at lower power levels to mitigate the
interference. As more nodes are incorporated into the mesh the latency will rise thus causing
creating a case of diminishing returns. Point-to-point and mesh communication topologies do
not scale properly with an ever increasing location density of field devices and are therefore not
future-proof.
A recent study by EPRI 1 concluded that even if unlicensed spectrum is free and the equipment
would be of low cost, expenses associated with installation of base station radio and backup
power equipment, and provision of backhaul, would make the use of unlicensed spectrum for
Smart Grid FANs extremely expensive, requiring in urban areas tens of thousands of base
stations and being obviously impractical in rural areas due to FCC transmit power restrictions.
When LTE is operated as dedicated network, the utility would need to have access to a licensed
frequency band, either directly or on a leased basis. The licensed spectrum can be either a
paired or unpaired band, as LTE supports both, the FDD and TDD duplex modes of operation.
Some countries, for example Canada have already designated spectrum to utilities for
broadband communications, in other countries the regulators have still to make decisions. In
some countries, spectrum has been provided to utilities on a lease basis in order to facilitate
wireless connections of meters. Paired frequencies within the propagation and interference
friendly licensed 700 MHz and 800 MHz bands are attractive for LTE deployment within the US.
Utilities might therefore be interested in obtaining directly access to this spectrum or by
1

Wireless Field Area Network Spectrum Assessment. EPRI, Palo Alto, CA: 2010. 1022421.
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establishing partnerships with other stakeholders using LTE in the Public Safety and Critical
Infrastructure space.

5.4

High availability networks with LTE

Availability refers to the amount of time a system is actually functioning and performing it’s
designed task and is commonly defined by the number of minutes per year the system is down,
or not performing it’s designed task. A key component of availability relates to the need to
support black start operations and other emergencies.
Cell sites in public networks may typically have in the order of 3 - 6 h battery backup whilst a
utility may require long-duration backup power up to 72 hours for the most stringent distribution
automation applications or due to regulatory requirements. This may be sufficient reason for a
utility to build a dedicated network with hardened base sites.
The architecture of LTE facilitates this by providing flexible IP addressing schemes, for example
the eNode B may select among multiple MME’s based on criteria such as load and availability.
The illustration shows an example of such a configuration, together with locally redundant S/PGWs and DSO control centers.
Shared or hosted
regional LTE
Core Network
SubscriberDatabase
(One-NDS)

Geo-Redundant
Site 2

Geo-Redundant
Site 1

HSS
(CMS-8200)

PCRF (FE)
SPDF

HSS

PCRF (FE)
SPDF

(CMS-8200)

(PCS-5000)

MME

(PCS-5000)

MME

( Flexi NS )

( Flexi NS )

Utility B

Utility A

User
Admin

Combined
SGW/PGW

User
Admin

( Flexi NG)

eNodeB
(Flexi BTS)
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5.5

Utility A uses redundant S/P-GW within it’s local area
Utilities A, B share a geo-redundant regional core NW

Redundant
DSO
Control
Centers

Combined
SGW/PGW
( Flexi NG)

eNodeB
(Flexi BTS)

Copyright Nokia Siemens Networks. All rights reserved.

Lower CAPEX/OPEX by sharing parts of your LTE Network
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A smaller municipality owned utility might ask the question “How do we maximize network
efficiencies by sharing network resources such as core networks in order to reduce costs of
network deployment”? There exist potentially many different deployment scenarios to meet the
varying needs of utilities as smart grid communications evolve. In large metropolitan areas, a
single but geographically dispersed core network would be the best solution. In a small rural
county, a small core network would best serve the utilities needs while meeting their financial
constraints.
The flexible IP-based architecture of the LTE core network supports a range of sharing and
hosting arrangements of parts of the core network in order to economically address the traffic
needs of smaller utilities. There are considerable cost savings and reduction in overall network
complexity achievable through utilization of shared network infrastructure. A significant part of
the cost in a dedicated broadband network is attributable to the core network. The core network
can support many more mobile subscribers / radio modems and radio base stations than the
typical utility may need. LTE provides many features that enable a model where a georedundant, shared, and regionally centralized core network can host many disparate Radio
Access Networks and Enhanced Packet Core Elements. The benefit of this is that the utility can
own and operate hardened radio base stations (e.g. with increased battery backup) while
realizing the cost efficiencies of shared core networks. An example of such an arrangement is
shown in the illustration.

5.6

Leverage the comprehensive standardized LTE security
mechanisms

Security aspects have been considered as perhaps the most important characteristic within
evolving smart grid technologies. Security is the sum of many factors, including human
oversights, as one of the vulnerabilities. Any wireless communication technology chosen for
smart grid communications will need to include best-in-breed security architectures based
on globally accepted standards.
LTE comes with a comprehensive 3GPP standardized security architecture securing user and
control plan traffic within the network. This security architecture has been verified by the global
and open processes of 3GPP. This evolutionary process will ensure that LTE networks will
remain secure against threats also in the future.
Among other improvements from security architectures of earlier 2G/3G networks is IP transport
layer security based on IPsec. This allows connecting eNode B’s over insecure connections to
the core network elements, facilitating a wider range of secure backhaul options.
VPN technology and the security mechanisms of the application protocols add end2end security
to meet regulatory requirements, such as those stipulated by NERC or CIP. The LTE network,
when deployed with Transport Layer Security and 3GPP security mechanisms provides a
secure transport for smart grid traffic.

5.7

LTE is future proof: a standardized platform backed up by the
leading wireless eco-system

Mobile industry believes open standards are essential to create a competitive market place
and a cost efficient ecosystem for smart grid communications for utilities. Openness as
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developed by The Third Generation Partnership Project, 3GPP, for GSM, UMTS, and now LTE
ensures a large number of equipment choices based on high levels of interoperability and
competition. Finally, open standards reflects a broad set of market requirements which ensures
robust feature development for the industry.
As of now, LTE has established itself as the leading global standard and platform for IP
optimized radio communications. All major mobile standards such as GSM, WCDMA and
cdma2000 converged into the LTE IP based platform.
Also established radio standards for mission critical applications such as TETRA (for public
safety), GSM-R (for life-critical train-control and railway communications) and P25 (for public
safety) evolve their next generation standard towards LTE/SAE.
As a case in point, within the US, a strong consensus has emerged in support of LTE/SAE, as a
common technology platform for the public safety broadband network. Subsequently the FCC
will mandate that all networks deployed in the 700 MHz public safety broadband spectrum
adopt LTE in order to facilitate nationwide interoperability for public safety broadband networks.
There is a clear opportunity for utilities to join and reap the benefits of this growing ecosystem
for mission critical radios based on LTE.
3GPP standards are always built with backwards compatibility in mind. Compatibility for
legacy end devices is still maintained during the evolving releases of the standard. This
provides the utilities with a stable platform for LTE modems deployed in the field for years to
come and at the same time allows utilities to take advantage of new LTE features should they
wish so.
At the end of the day true economies of scale are only achieved when there is a vast array of
supported devices to utilize the network. LTE will find its way into a dizzying array of devices in
order to facilitate the machine-to-machine age. Smart phones and adaptors for laptops and
tablets are already on the commercial market with LTE functionality and will be quickly followed
by cameras, automobiles, GPS and a vast array of other consumer devices. The demand for
this connectivity will drive cost of LTE chipsets down at an accelerated rate.
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